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Abstract Book of Clothing
— Dual Use Value Number One



I initially started trying to make, you know, some prototypes of the book that I'm going to wear on my clothes and what it's going to look like on the table, and how it's going to 
look if I turn the page, and that's some of the process.



I began to try to use some second-hand fabrics and books. I wanted to make some main parts of the clothing book so that each page of the book had a different structure and 
different contents. In the final production process, I used some second-hand pieces of fabric of different sizes and some unconventional books and fabrics to assemble. Like 

staplers or some staple guns and glue guns to make the main body of the garment.



As for the final display of the costume book, I did the preliminary shooting and 
sorting in the studio's studio, and shot some related details. As the fabric of the 
clothing book is too large and the shape is irregular, it is more different from my 

initial expectation. It is not as stylish and convenient to display each page as I 
imagined. However, the overall effect presented by it is very attractive.



At the same time, I also tried to make some changes in the new form, 
including adding some attempts to shoot from different perspectives.



Since the deep shooting is only a preliminary idea, I plan to shoot a new one for the integrity of the work, and shoot several of my own works at the same time and some 
inspiration materials about Greek mythology are next to some of my sketches for the location of this shooting． 

Shooting plan: Shooting in surrealistic style 
What it's about: A vision of the public and values of the future 

Location: Richmond park 
Film effect: such as pictures 

Reference Artist:Kyle Thompson&Hossein Goshtasbi  
Colour Background: grey-blue or bright colour 

Storyboard: as shown 
Action reference: Egle Budvytyte

Since the previous shooting was rather sloppy, I will 
choose a better background for shooting this time.



As a figure from the future who I do not know, I began to imagine 
the world. I listened to the sound of the wind, the breath of the 

grass, and some distant parts of the forest were so attractive to me.



The ancient Greeks believed that the eye, like a lamp, gave off a light that could be seen when it hit an object. 
Theia thus represents sight (thea) and light in a clear sky (aithre). She is also the goddess of shining gold, silver 
and jewels. In addition, because she is the mother of the moon goddess Selene, there is a lunar cataclysm that 

names the hypothetical body Theia. According to this theory, Theia's collision with Earth created the moon.



These are the shots of the book accessories I made 
before, which can be used as bras or some accessories 

on people's bodies, reflecting the double value.



Nyx is the goddess of the night in Greek 
mythology. She is the sister of Gaia and 
has several children with her brother 
Erebus. Nyx lives in a dark palace at the 
entrance to the Underworld or at the 
River Styx, where the sun never shines. 
Every day she passes through the West 
Gate, Hypnos and Thanatos, the god of 
death, leave the Underworld, and bring 
darkness to the whole world.



I tried to find a more appropriate Angle next to the tree and took detailed pictures of my work under 
the background of the tree．



Name:   
Materials: Various types of fabric, two used books, white cloth, 

stuffed material 
Size: 523cmx134cm 

Creation time: November 2022 
Description: This is a colorful dress, but also a book that can 

be read. In the same work, it flashes the double use value, and 
gives it the implied artistic value, showing the effect of seeing 
the future through the reality from the perspective of realism.


